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The Save Her Me Cast is back for their finale and ready to take you on a ride. This time Jasper and
Jehlani are behind the wheel only they donâ€™t know where theyâ€™re going. Jehlani and Jasper
have both been through a lot over the last year of their teenage relationship and are struggling to
overcome the obstacles that stand in their way. What happens when ego, pride, confusion, hurt,
anger, distrust, and sadness sneaks its way into their relationship and makes things a little
complicated. After everything theyâ€™ve been through will they make it through the pain that
theyâ€™ve both caused one another or will they slowly drift away? Juelz and Nadia are basking in
the love that they created with one another. Theyâ€™re both enjoying theyâ€™re family and just
trying to live drama free but that isnâ€™t easy. Kasey and Peaches are constantly at each
otherâ€™s throats. Jasper and Jehlani canâ€™t make a good decision to save their lives and are
always into some trouble. Can Juelz keep his family safe and help them stick together instead of
falling apart? Or, will he drop the ball and let chaos take place.
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Lawd my emotions are all over the place after reading the finale to SHFM 3, I was not expecting that

ending, Bre you did an awesome job on this series, from beginning to end I never lost interest and
you kept me on the edge of my seat, I can't wait til the Luna and Latch story, hopefully you throw
Jasper and Jehlani back together in it (wink wink).

It was a really good book didn't end how anyone had hoped I'm sure but it was written so well and
with so much emotion you can't help but to leave a 5 star review. I hate the ending of this book but I
do still have a glimmer of hope just because I'm the love conquers all type (â•¤Jasper and Jalaniâ•¤)
p.s. I def didn't like being all I my feelings ðŸ˜£ðŸ™•ðŸ˜”ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜

This finale was so emotional. Jasper and Lani went through so much and I still have hope for them.
Love the new character Luna and can't wait for her story. I have read all of Bree's books and she
never disappoints. Bree has become one of my top 5 authors. Keep up the great work Ms. Bree.
Can't wait for the next book.

Although I'm very disappointed with jahlani and jaspers relationship I hope she moves on from him
knowing Alex is part of the reason that Lani lost her baby. Looking forward to the next read too mad
about this one but I must say I enjoyed it. I do want to know more about Lani on how she's dealing
with jasper, I just can't get over how he played her for Alex, why tiffany had to die but alex lives she
should suffer to and Jasper, I wanna see Lani come out on top, waiting for the next read, hope it's
really good Bree I recognize the potential.

This was good but I liked part 1 and 2 Better. Hated the ending but that's the authors thoughts, this
is fiction romance so why can't it be a HEA for both couples. The next spinoff will have to bring in a
man to swoop Lani off her feet cause Jasper was it for her. I can't even imagine anyone else being
excepted by her brother or the clique. Only time will tell all I can say is Bree bring your A game on
this next one. This could have been a 5

This book should have been a spinoff instead of a continuation of the series. The first two books of
the series centered around Juelz and Nadia, and then we get to this one and the main focus is on
the relationship between Jasper and Lani. Jasper and Lani went through a lot as a young couple
and both made some mistakes that cost them. I liked Jasper at first, but his actions with Alex of all
people, just made me think that he did not deserve Lani. I did not like that this book kind of left the
status of Peaches and Kayo's relationship up in the air. In one chapter there was a mention of

Peaches being pregnant, but Kayo was the only one who ever said anything about it. Then they
were at each other's throats because of each on accusing the other cheating, and then we read
nothing else about them. Should have been some closure there considering that they were some of
the main characters in the first two. Also, what was with Chantel and Kayo?? That was kind of
thrown out there and left some question marks.

Ok, with everything these two went though, it still ended messed up. I'm sorry, but I saw this little
"situation" coming. My question is, why didn't Alex ever get what was coming to her? His fake,
messed up, mama confessed what her part was and nothing happened to her? It seems like it
jumped around a lot and still didn't get to the point for a minute.

Julez and Nadia got there happy ending, Hooray!! Kasey and Peaches need to separate bc they are
toxic together. I'm so disappointed I. Jasper bc he found out that Alex had something to do with the
shooting of Lani. Lani, lost her baby, but she got to keep her baby. He actually chose Alex and kept
that baby safe. He lied and said that the baby was not his then to come back and say it is. He was
stringing her along, for them to be so close he totally gave up on her when she broke things off with
him the first time. I hope Lani will meet her soulmate in LA. So Luna is feeling Latch, wow!! Waiting
to read what will happen next with these characters!!ðŸ˜‰ðŸ˜‰
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